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Mt.12:22-50         The Unforgivable Sin            7-14-2002

Last time left off with a thrilling event in which Jesus forgave the many sins of an overtly sinful woman, and the people left wondering about that.

This morning we are going to be introduced to the frightening concept of a sin that is actually unforgivable.

The disappointment and discontent and disillusionment about Jesus has been building under the surface, and today we will see it erupt into a vicious conflict.   In Mt.12 some Pharisees finally unleash an attack, at to their amazement, Jesus responds with a counter attack that makes theirs look like nothing.

They finally pull out what they think is the heavy artillery.  In terms of combat – it would be like they finally say, “OK, this is enough” and they fire a high powered rifle at Jesus, and He responds with a nuclear weapon.

Jesus’ response is devastating.   
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For the last two weeks Jesus has been in Nain, where he raised a man from the dead and then went to the banquet at Simon’s house.

After leaving Nain, Jesus traveled from town to town and village to village preaching sermons about the Kingdom, and accompanying Him were the 12 Apostles and an interesting group of women.

They were women who had been either demonized or very sick, and Jesus healed them, and from then on they traveled with Him and supported Him out of their own means.  

One of them was Mary Magdalene, one was Joanna, and there were many others. (Luke 8:1-3)

It is during that period that all three gospel writers tell us of a drastic turning point in which the hostility between Jesus and His opponents explodes – even His own family turns on Him.

The Exorcism/Healing (v.22)
Mt.12:22  Then they brought him a demon-possessed man who was blind and mute, and Jesus healed him, so that he could both talk and see. 
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That’s it.  That’s the whole miracle account.  These miracle accounts are getting awfully short now.  

We could do like we have done in the past and spend an entire sermon talking about how this man was tragically impaired and in the clutches of a demon, and how with a word Jesus instantly repaired the nerves or reconstructed whatever was wrong…

We could talk all about Jesus’ masterful superiority over the kingdom of darkness and His effortless ability to overturn the kingdom of Satan…   

Once again, Jesus easily does what they couldn’t.  He snatches another soul right out of Satan’s hands.

23 All the people were astonished
This is an especially strong term – it literally means to be out of one’s mind.  In fact, it’s the term His family used when they said He was insane in Mk.3:21.

They are really rattled.  They had seen people do exorcisms, but never like Jesus.  Their exorcisms were long, sweaty, difficult, arduous processes with all kinds of magical incantations that occasionally worked and usually didn’t.  

But when Jesus encountered a demon the demon panicked.  They would beg for mercy, Jesus would say, “Go” and they were gone. 
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So it was a marvelous, astonishing work of amazing power.  But they are so common-place for Jesus, Matthew just alludes to it and goes on to make a point about the confrontation that follows.

It started because of the people’s reaction in v.23:

23 and said, "Could this be the Son of David?" 

The construction they use implies mostly doubt, but some openness: lit. This couldn’t be the Son of David…could it?”.  They don’t want to believe it, but they have to have an explanation for the obviously supernatural power.

And it was that last little bit the really bothered the Pharisees.  Because they know if today the people are saying “That’s not Him, is it?” tomorrow they will be saying, “Is it He?” and next it will be, “He is the one”

They were not there when Jesus did the miracle.  They show up and hear what the people are saying.  And they want to nip this thing in the bud.

So far they haven’t had the courage to be very verbal about their rejection.  But their resentment has been boiling under the surface, and when you have something boiling in your heart you can’t keep it a secret forever – it will come out.

So in v.24 it comes spewing out of their mouth. 

The Blasphemy

24 But when the Pharisees heard this, they said, "It is only by Beelzebub, the prince of demons, that this fellow drives out demons." 

Beelzebub was a term they used for the Devil.

It’s an OT word that comes from Baal (god) and Zebub (flies).  The Ekronites worshipped the god of the flies.

Sometimes it was written, “Beelzabul” which was a mockery of that god, because that meant “god of the dung.”
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But by NT times it was simply a term that referred to the Devil, whom they called the ruler over the demons.

So they blurt out this blasphemy.  Not in Jesus’ hearing.  He wasn’t there when they said this, but once again He responds to their thoughts.

25 Jesus knew their thoughts

The term suggests that they were spreading this report around.  They were accusing Jesus of sorcery (a capital sin), demonization (Mk), and actually being in partnership with Satan himself.

They don’t deny the miracles.

Jesus Disproves the Accusation

They expressed their blasphemy.  That was their volley.  Now Jesus takes them apart.
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First, He points out that their accusation is ridiculous.  2 reasons:
1.	It’s stupid
2.	It’s prejudiced

25 and said to them, "Every kingdom divided against itself will be ruined, and every city or household divided against itself will not stand. 26 If Satan drives out Satan, he is divided against himself. How then can his kingdom stand? 

The word ruined is strong – it means “laid waste.”

Satan may occasionally allow one of his people to appear to have success casting out a demon or 2.  And there may be some chaos in Satan’s kingdom, so how can Jesus’ logic stand up?  

The logic holds, because while Satan may allow an occasional situation where a demon is cast out by a false prophet, he would never wreak the kind of havoc on himself that Jesus brought.  

Jesus was not just dealing with an occasional demon here or there.  Jesus was demolishing and dismantling Satan’s entire kingdom in Palestine on an enormous scale and absolutely plundered Satan’s house.  
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If you could somehow put on some special glasses that enabled you to see the spirit world, during Jesus’ ministry if you looked at Palestine it would look like a hurricane has swept through there.  It was obliterated.  

Jesus cast out thousands of demons.  And He didn’t just send them somewhere else – He sent them to hell.

And to suggest Satan would do that to himself is ridiculous. 

It might be one thing for a country to pretend to be defeated in an area or to give up certain things to a spy to keep up his credibility, but no nation would bomb on its capital back to the stone age.

2. It’s prejudiced
27 And if I drive out demons by Beelzebub, by whom do your people drive them out? So then, they will be your judges.
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If Jesus, who brought real destruction to Satan’s kingdom by authoritative command is empowered by the devil, then what about those who do very little damage and do it by means of incantations and magic?

“The fact that you assume they are from God and I am not, that just shows your prejudice”  

28 But if I drive out demons by the Spirit of God, then the kingdom of God has come upon you. 

This is probably the most important statement in the Bible on the subject of “realized eschatology.”  Other times Jesus said the kingdom is near, here He says it has come.  It’s here.

In the next chapter Jesus explains how it can be here but still be future in it’s final sense.

But the point here is that when Jesus appeared on the scene in Palestine, Satan’s kingdom was in full power.  Thousands were demonized, the devil controlled the government, as well as the Jewish leadership.  Much of the teaching of Scripture was mixed with the doctrines of demons.  And Satan’s strangle hold on the nation was clearly visible to everyone because of the people demonized.  

Then Jesus showed up, and effortlessly did what the most spiritually powerful people couldn’t begin to do. 

Jesus was showing in a visible way His ability to decisively defeat Satan.  He would later accomplish the full defeat on the cross.  Now Satan is defeated.  He is still active, but he is in the throws of death.  His time is short.  He is like a chicken with its head cut off.  We have experienced D-day but not V-day yet.   

So it’s obvious that the King has arrived.

Then in v.29 Jesus gives another illustration.
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29 "Or again, how can anyone enter a strong man's house and carry off his possessions unless he first ties up the strong man? Then he can rob his house. 

Or again – another way of looking at the same thing.  The havoc Jesus wreaked on the Devil’s kingdom was a plundering of his house.  And to do that requires immense power. 

If you go into Arnold Schwarzenegger’s house to rob it, and he is home, you had better be pretty tough.  

I can’t imagine tying up any adult.  Some of us know what it’s like to have difficulty subduing a 2-year-old who didn’t want to be subdued.  

Imagine trying to tie up a Golden Gloves champ who is pumped full of adrenaline because he is being robbed.  One thing to pin him, but something else to tie him up (have to hold him with one hand and tie with one hand, and when you had to do the knot I guess you would have to ask him to put his finger on it…).
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So Jesus is saying, “I came in to the Devil’s house and plundered it” (the objects Jesus took from the house were stolen to begin with – they were the souls of people).

Jesus went into Satan’s domain, took on all of his hosts, cast them out, and bound and gagged the most powerful created being in existence without even breaking a sweat.

I hope you realize that is proof of His deity – which is why it is so ridiculous when people today walk around binding demons and binding Satan.

The Bible never tells us to do that.

You can turn on TBN and watch people boast about how they are binding Satan…they can’t bind Satan!  They  can’t get into that house.  And if they could the strong man would tear them to ribbons.  

Jesus alone has that kind of power!  And if they did, what would be the big deal about Jesus doing it?
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SO THEIR ACCUSATION IS OBVIOUSLY WRONG.

The Warning

Now Jesus deals with the consequences of them having made the accusation.

“Your accusation is untenable and stupid.  But now that you have made it, let Me tell you what that means.” 

And He goes on to give them the most fearful, frightening statement imaginable.  

30 "He who is not with me is against me, and he who does not gather with me scatters. 
“If you think you can enjoy My miracles while not following Me, think again.  Because if you are not on My side you are My enemy.”

There is no neutrality with Christ.  Once you hear the message of the Gospel and the forgiveness of sin, you can bow to Him as the Lord of your life or take Him on as an enemy – there is no third option.
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31 And so I tell you, every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy against the Spirit will not be forgiven. 32 Anyone who speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, but anyone who speaks against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come. 

The commentaries agree only on one point, and that is that this is a difficult passage.  Allison and Davies says, “As it stands, Mt.12:32 has no obvious meaning…We remain stumped.”

What Can Be Forgiven

This is such a hard statement, because the rest of Scripture makes it sound like God will forgive anything.  In fact, isn’t that what Jesus says in this very passage: 31 every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men
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We tend to skip over that, because v.32 always captivates all our attention.  But it’s worth our time to consider v.31 as well.  It is important to understand Scriptural teaching on the vastness of God’s forgiveness.

-	God’s forgiving nature 
Ps 86:5  You are forgiving and good, O Lord, abounding in love to all who call to you.
Ex.34:6  And he passed in front of Moses, proclaiming, "The LORD, the LORD, the compassionate and gracious God, slow to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness, 7 maintaining love to thousands, and forgiving wickedness, rebellion and sin. 

That’s describing His essential nature.

Of course it is conditional.  He doesn’t automatically forgive all sin, faith is required.  You have to come to Christ, but where there is faith in Christ there is always forgiveness.  
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In Jn.6, believing in Christ and coming to Christ are synonymous.  The both refer to coming to Christ in faith.

John 6:35-47
Then Jesus declared, "I am the bread of life. He who comes to me will never go hungry, and he who believes in me will never be thirsty. 
37 whoever comes to me I will never drive away. 
40 For my Father's will is that everyone who looks to the Son and believes in him shall have eternal life, and I will raise him up at the last day."  
47 I tell you the truth, he who believes has everlasting life. 

Jesus couldn’t have made it more clear: the person who has faith in Christ has eternal life.  

Many people have committed sins that are so extreme that they are concerned that it may be the unforgivable sin.

Is that the unforgivable sin?  When you just do something that is bad enough?  

What would be the worst possible sin to commit?  How about murdering the Son of God?  Surely that would be the extreme of evil that man is capable of.  But was that unforgivable?
Remember what Jesus said on the cross?  Father forgive them (Lk.23:34)
-	no sin so bad it can’t be forgiven

Others think they can’t be forgiven because their sins are too numerous.  
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But remember the woman last week?  Jesus said her sins were many yet He had no problem forgiving her.  In fact, all that did was cause her to love Him more and to be more grateful and to have more profound worship.

Volume of sin is no hindrance to forgiveness.  When there is repentance.  

There are people who come to Christ in their 90s, and it’s still all forgiven.
-	 no sin so bad it can’t be forgiven
-	no sins too numerous 
-	no sin too offensive 

Some people think they are just too rotten to be forgiven, but Jesus said, whoever comes to me I will never drive away. (Jn.6:37)

Ryle: “To the person who is alive to his own sinfulness and is deeply aware of his need of mercy, these words are sweet and precious.  ‘All sins will be forgiven.’  The sins of youth and age – the sins of head, hand, tongue and imagination – the sins against all God’s commandments – the sins of persecutors like Saul – the sins of idolaters, like Manasseh -   the sins of open enemies of Christ, like those who crucified Him – [I would add the sins of the confused, like His own family who said He was insane but later came to believe] - (even) the sins of backsliders from Christ, like Peter – all may be forgiven.” (Mark p.40)

In fact, that’s one of the offenses of the Gospel.  Some people reject the Gospel because they say, “I can’t believe in a religion where Hitler could go to heaven if he just repented.”

Could Hitler have been saved?  Absolutely.  If he had repented of his sin and turn to Christ in faith, every last one of his sins would have been cancelled, and he would not have to pay the penalty for them.
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God’s forgiveness is vast beyond our ability to comprehend.  

When you were saved, all the sins of your past were wiped out – includes lies, moral sins, adultery, fornication, abortion, divorce, etc.

If you think you are beyond forgiveness, all that’s not humility.  All you’re doing is minimizing Christ’s work on the cross.

You are saying, “You didn’t suffer enough, Jesus.”

No sin is too ugly to be forgiven.

Why?  Because Christ’s righteousness is credited to our account.  

Rev 20:12  And I saw the dead, great and small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. Another book was opened, which is the book of life. The dead were judged according to what they had done as recorded in the books.

Picture a book.  Under “Darrell” there are pages of sins.  Same with all other names.

On judgment day that book will be opened, and if there is a single sin that appears under your name, you will be thrown forever in to the lake of fire. 

Dilemma – God loves people, doesn’t want them to suffer hell, yet He is perfect (just).
Solution – God decided to pay it Himself 

He paid enough to cover all sin, but that payment is not applied to everyone.  There is a requirement – faith.  (One way to know if you have faith is if you repent).

So if you want to think in terms of the metaphor of the books, what God does is cut and paste between the believer’s page and Christ’s page. (Gn.15, Ro.4)
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In 1 John, John uses present subjunctives to describe a general condition of a redeemed person.  It is a mistake to try to turn those into absolutes.

So 1:7 says you are saved only if you walk in the light.  That’s not to say you have to walk perfectly in the light; just that it has to generally describe your life.

2:3 says you know Him only if you keep His commands.  
  
2:15 says you are not saved if you love the world.

There are many other examples.  In each case, to turn it into an absolute would be to make John contradict himself (because he also talks about the fact that no Christian can claim to be without sin).

With that in mind, take a look at 1 Jn.1:9.

If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just and will forgive us our sins and purify us from all unrighteousness.

If you are someone whose life is generally characterized by confession of your sin (in other words, if you are a Christian), then God will forgive not only what you confess, but all unrighteousness.  

Just as the OT sacrificial system had sacrifices that covered unknown sins, so does the sacrifice of Christ. 

If a Christian committed murder and died a moment later without having confessed, he would go straight to heaven.

But doesn’t that sin get written in the book?  Yes, but under Christ’s name.  ANYONE at ANY moment, who is a believer, has a page that says, PERFECT.

That’s why if you sin then die you go to heaven.
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That’s why Jesus can say 31 And so I tell you, every sin and blasphemy will be forgiven men

Assuming they repent – Mt. doesn’t need to repeat that, it was not only known by his readers, but he has already addressed it in his book  (3:2, 4:17)
------------------------

What Cannot Be Forgiven 

So with all that background on the grand scale of God’s forgiveness, how can Jesus talk about an unforgivable sin?

What is the blasphemy of the Spirit?  

The most popular view is that it is attributing the work of the Spirit to the Devil.

That view has some major problems.  First of all, the Bible doesn’t say that.  It’s true, the Pharisees in this text do that, but Jesus doesn’t say that is the blasphemy of the Spirit.  In fact, He doesn’t even say they committed the blasphemy of the Spirit.  He just takes that occasion to warn them about the blasphemy of the Spirit.

If that were the unforgivable sin, there are a lot of people who are now without hope.  I have heard people say, “We planned a church event today, and the devil made it rain so we had to cancel.”  

I don’t agree with that perspective, but are we going to say anyone who ever says something like that, if it turns out the Holy Spirit made it rain that day, has no hope of ever being forgiven for that sin?

Another view is that the unforgivable sin is unbelief – rejection of Christ.
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But if that were the case, no one could ever be saved, because all of us rejected the Lord up until the time we believed.  Every Christian has been forgiven that sin.

Others say, “Unbelief is the unforgivable sin, but it’s unforgivable only as long as it persists.”  

In that case Jesus’ words are meaningless.  The unforgivable sin is a sin that is unforgivable, but only while it remains unforgiven?  Saying that is the same as saying nothing.

TT Nm.15

The reason so many have struggled with this concept is that they don’t understand that there are other passages of Scripture that help us understand this issue.

The idea of a sin that cannot be forgiven has OT roots.

Num.15:27-31
27	"'But if just one person sins unintentionally, he must bring a year-old female goat for a sin offering.  
28	… he will be forgiven. 
30  "'But anyone who sins defiantly (lit with an upraised fist), whether native-born or alien, blasphemes the LORD, and that person must be cut off from his people. 

What does that mean?  Only accidental sins – otherwise put to death?
Ex.22:1  If a man steals an ox or a sheep and slaughters it or sells it, he must pay back five head of cattle for the ox and four sheep for the sheep.

You don’t accidentally go to you neighbor’s farm and haul off livestock.  This is an intentional sin, yet the penalty is not death. 

In fact, in a list of examples of unintentional sins that can be forgiven, Lv.5:1 `If a person sins because he does not speak up when he hears a public charge to testify regarding something he has seen or learned about, he will be held responsible.

So an “unintentional” sin means more than just an accident.  So what does it mean?  Key – v.30 talks about the opposite.  NIV defiant sin (KJV presumptuous)  Lit. “with a high hand” or better “upraised fist”
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Phrase occurs only 2 other times:
Ex.14:8 The LORD
 hardened the heart of Pharaoh king of Egypt, so that he pursued the Israelites, who were marching out defiantly.

Num.33:3  …They marched out defiantly in full view of all the Egyptians,

In the modern vernacular we might use the phrase “in your face.”

It refers to a triumphant, defiant, aggressive gesture.

TT Dt.29
30
These are sins committed with the fist in the air.  In the OT, those who shook their fist in God’s face could not be forgiven.

God warns people about the unforgivable sin again in Dt.29.

Dt.29:18-29
Make sure there is no man or woman, clan or tribe among you today whose heart turns away from the LORD our God to go and worship the gods of those nations; make sure there is no root among you that produces such bitter poison. 

That verse is warning against the same thing – a wholesale apostasy.  A turning away from God completely.

BTW, this is the verse the writer of Hebrews is quoting when he warns us against a root of bitterness in Heb.12:15.  That’s not talking about someone holding a personal grudge or something.  It’s talking about the contaminating influence of an apostate that can poison the whole community.

19 When such a person hears the words of this oath, he invokes a blessing on himself and therefore thinks, "I will be safe, even though I persist in going my own way." This will bring disaster on the watered land as well as the dry.   

When a person shakes his fist at God and brazenly, shamelessly, with hard-hearted impertinence and insolence defies God, judgment will be certain.
  
20 The LORD will never be willing to forgive him; 

So the unforgivable sin is nothing new.  God warned His people about it from the very beginning.

“Could it have been theoretical, hypothetical warning?  Or is there a record of anyone ever committing the unforgivable sin?

It’s definitely very rare in Scripture.  Moses committed murder and other serious sins – to the point where God almost took his life at one point.  But he was not an apostate.

David committed adultery and murder and he was given the grace to repent, and was forgiven.

But that’s not to say it never happened.  Eli’s sons committed the unforgivable sin in 1 Sam.2 in their defiant desecration of the Temple, and God announced that that sin could never be atoned for by any sacrifice (1 Sam.3:14).

So Jesus isn’t coming completely out of the blue with this.  There is a definite OT background to the concept behind what Jesus is saying.
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And it’s no surprise that the unforgivable sin is a form of blasphemy.  Blasphemy is exactly the issue in Nm.15:30.

But Jesus does reveal something new.  He reveals why the unforgivable sin is unforgivable.  It’s because it constitutes blasphemy against the Holy Spirit.  

One ministry of the Spirit is to open the eyes of people to truth and enable them to accept it.
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When you explain the Gospel to an unbeliever, he can understand the words and the sentences, but it takes a supernatural act of God to open his eyes and enable him to accept those truths.   

1 Cor 2:14  The man without the Spirit does not accept the things that come from the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness to him, and he cannot understand them, because they are spiritually discerned. 

If truth is presented to you, but the Spirit has not enabled you to receive it, you may receive more chances.  

But if the Spirit enlightens your heart so you can see the beauty of the Gospel and the Lord, and you reject it, you can miss the day of grace, God may give you over to your sin, and then you are unredeemable.  

At that point you can’t be forgiven, because you won’t repent.  You won’t repent, because it is God who grants you repentance, and if He doesn’t draw you, you won’t come.
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If a person is rejecting the Gospel just like everyone else, and then the Holy Spirit comes along and enlightens his eyes and enables him to see to the truth, and he still rejects, he runs the risk of being guilty of blasphemy of the Holy Spirit.

Only God knows when someone’s rebellion has become this extreme.

But it has happened, not only in the OT but in the NT.  

Heb.6:4-6 is a passage that is talking about a specific group of people, describing something that actually happened.  This particular group had been enlightened by the Holy Spirit and had turned away.

It is impossible for those who have once been enlightened… 6 and have fallen away, to be brought back to repentance, because to their loss they are crucifying the Son of God all over again and subjecting him to public disgrace. 

I believe that is the blasphemy of the Holy Spirit.  Not only were their eyes opened by the Spirit, but it also says they witnessed first hand the mighty power of the Holy Spirit in the miracles: 

Let me read you the whole thing:
It is impossible for those who have once been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly gift, who have shared in the Holy Spirit, 5 who have tasted the goodness of the word of God and the miracles of the coming age, 6 and who have fallen away, to be brought back to repentance…
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They did just what these Pharisees were being warned against.  The Pharisees witnessed the mighty power of miracles of Jesus wrought through the power of the Holy Spirit, and were calling it satanic.  

There are a number of warnings about apostasy in Hebrews.  Let’s just look at one.

TT Heb.10

Remember where this all started – in Num.15:29.   That passage lists two kinds of sins: the unforgivable kind (sinning with an upraised fist) and the forgivable kind.

The forgivable kind is referred to in v.29. If a person sins unintentionally, he must bring a year-old female goat for a sin offering.  

And we saw that that does not mean accidentally.  It just means a sin that is not an act of total apostasy.

In the Greek translation, the word is akousios.  (akousi,wj) The “a” is a negative, and the “kousios” means defiantly.  So the idea is non-defiantly.

Now look at Heb.10:26.  
If we deliberately keep on sinning 

The word deliberately is ekousios – the opposite of akousios.  So it’s the same word as in the Numbers passage.

There’s no question what is being talked about here.  It’s not about intentional or unintentional sin, accidental or on purpose…

It’s talking about if, after we have received the knowledge of the truth (like the people in ch.6 – enlightenment from the Holy Spirit), and we sin with an upraised fist – a total, wholesale turning away from God, no sacrifice for sins is left, 27 but only a fearful expectation of judgment and of raging fire that will consume the enemies of God. 
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This is a rare thing.  Not many people become apostates.  And I’m not sure all apostates have committed the unforgivable sin. 

But it has happened, and we are warned against it in Scripture. 

Inevitably, when you talk about the unforgivable sin, people become worried.  “Could it be that I have committed it?”

If you suspect you may have gone too far in turning away from God, Scripture gives some very clear counsel: repent.

If you repent, you will be forgiven.  And if you are forgiven, your sin could not have been unforgivable. 

So if you are worried, just repent of your sin, and prove that you haven’t committed the unforgivable sin.
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There is a very, very important principle in this passage for us.  

The extreme example of sinning against knowledge is the unforgivable sin.  But there are other points on the continuum of sinning against knowledge that are much more common.

The principle we must take from this is one that is repeated often in Scripture: the more you have been given, the greater your responsibility.
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“You mean, not only do we have to sit through a 45 minute sermon, but as a result we are going to be judged more strictly?”  That’s right.  

The more that’s been revealed to you, the more God expects you to be faithful to what you’ve been given.

And we need to take that beyond the surface.  It’s not just a function of how many sermons you have heard, or how many books you have read.

It’s a matter of how much enlightenment you have received.  That’s why we are never in a position to judge people’s hearts.  

God may have opened your eyes to understand some principle, and He may have made it very clear to you, but He may not have made it as clear to someone else.  

So we are not in a position to make evaluations on fellow servants’ hearts.  What we can do, however, is be especially vigilant in the areas we have been enlightened. 
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This is a vitally important principle to keep in mind – especially if you are an insightful, clear thinking person.

 You are sitting there in your pew, minding your own business some Sunday morning, and suddenly your mind is directed toward some principle from Scripture that you hear in the sermon, or that is sparked by some verse you read…

That principle from Scripture starts to become clear to you, you are beginning to understand its implications…

Then you realize, “Oh – that would mean…I would have to give up…I would have to change…” 

“I think I’ll tune back in to the sermon now” and you just let it drop.

It was a principle you were starting to grasp, but you didn’t pursue it – you let it drift back out of your mind and leave it unexplored.

Maybe because it was beginning to look to be potentially too costly – too demanding.

The ministry of the Holy Spirit of enlightening your mind to understand is a gift God takes very, very seriously.  

It’s like the 10 talents.  He expects a healthy return on it.  Don’t bury it.

Make good use of it.  And one day you will hear, “Well done, my good and faithful servant.”


·	Cards & brochures
·	Pick up a visitor’s pack
·	Theology class & prayer
·	Setup signup 
·	next Sunday is the fellowship meal
·	 5th Grade group Friday the 31st at our house from 6:30-8:30
·	 Thursday Bible study 
·	 Tuesday Bible study 
·	Call people forward to pray

BENEDICTION   Heb.10:32a, 35-39   Remember those earlier days after you had received the light when you stood your ground in a great contest in the face of suffering…35  do not throw away your confidence; it will be richly rewarded. 36 You need to persevere so that when you have done the will of God, you will receive what he has promised. 










